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We all know it’s
important to regularly
raise our heart rate
and challenge our
muscles, but we should
also be honing our
emotional strength,
training our minds
and strengthening
our resilience to face
whatever challenges
come our way

W

hen we hear ‘strong’, we
think of physical prowess,
defined muscles and Olympic
level poise; or of certain
character traits – bravery, stoicism and
calm. For both, we have a nagging suspicion
that people were born that way – Jess Ennis
always had the capacity to build a six-pack,
our friend who always remains calm in
a crisis has that strength built in. In fact,
while some may have a sneaky head start,
anyone can build their emotional strength,
and achieving that is about allowing ourselves
to be vulnerable, understanding our
responses, and switching our mind set.
It’s something – like physical fitness – that
we can improve every single day.
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find your strength

{ Emotional fitness }
Train your bounce-back muscle
magine two people training for a 5k. One
jogs three times a week, the other hasn’t
run since primary school. We all know
who is ‘fitter’, but they weren’t ‘born that
way’ – the advantage is down to training.
Emotional fitness is the same. ‘Physical fitness
is an ability to take on a challenge without
feeling excessively fatigued,’ says Chris
Johnstone, author of Seven Ways To Build
Resilience: Strengthening Your Ability To Deal
With Difficult Times (Robinson, £14.99). ‘That
applies to emotional challenges, too. Somebody
who is emotionally fitter would get through
a stressful day at work, a disappointment
or a setback more easily.’
It’s not the case that you either have it or
you don’t, either.
‘Some people have
genes that make
them better able to
run, some have
genes that make
them better able to
deal with anxiety,
but whatever your
starting point,
learnable skills and
regular practice
can help you
respond to
challenges better,’ says Johnstone.
The first thing we need to learn, when faced
with a bump in the road, is to reflect on the
fact that there are various potential outcomes.
Our brain can gravitate towards worst-case
scenarios, but research shows that our ability
to deal with stressful life events is heavily
impacted by how much we ruminate, so
we need to break the cycle of ‘awfulising’
a situation. ‘First, acknowledge that whatever
you face, it can go different ways,’ says
Johnstone. ‘Then ask yourself four questions:
what’s the best thing that can happen? What’s
the worst? What’s the likeliest? Then, how can
you make the better possibilities likelier, and
the worse outcomes less likely – or less awful if

I

“After a
slip-up, tell
yourself,
‘I don’t get
it right every
time,’ and
move on”
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they were to happen.’ This immediately drags
your brain out of a pit of doom and worry, and
into a new, positive space, with a sense of
control – even if a bad outcome may follow.
It’s also important, after slip-ups, to check
how you talk to yourself. ‘We can all chew
over something that went badly and get into
a downward spiral of feeling humiliated, but
instead, tell yourself: “I’m a work in progress,
I don’t get it right every time,” and move on,’
says Diana Theodores, international women’s
leadership coach and author of Performing As
You: How To Have Authentic Impact In Every
Role You Play (Rethink Press, £12.99). Also
remind yourself of things that have gone well.
‘Don’t build up a body of evidence of failure,
build up a body of evidence of success – it helps
you analyse slip-ups more clearly. I didn’t
manage it well because I didn’t take time to
prepare, but I know I can do a brilliant job.’

3 STRATEGIES TO ‘MUS CLE UP’
EMOTIONALLY

REFLECT on a time where you have risen
to the challenge previously and recovered.
‘Think of a difficult time you’ve faced in the past.
What strategies did you use, what strengths
did you draw upon, which resources did you
turn to and which insights did you find helpful?’
says Johnstone.
WRITE Get fears out of your head onto paper.
‘The research on expressive writing is incredibly
strong,’ says Johnstone. ‘If somebody is
anxious about a maths exam, and they write
about their anxieties for just seven minutes
before, they not only feel less anxious but they
also do better in the test.’
PAUSE ‘So many so-called failures could be
avoided in the first place if you just take 60
seconds to stop, breathe and prepare yourself,’
says Theodores. ‘Think about what you are
going into, what you want to say, how you want
to say it, what result you want. Take a moment
to prepare, rather than rushing.’
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